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Abstract

A first set of laser-plasma interaction, hohlraum energetics and hydrodynamic experiments have been performed using the first 4 beams of the National Ignition Facility (NIF), in support of indirect drive Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) and High Energy Density Physics (HEDP). In parallel, a robust set of optical and x-ray spectrometers, interferometer, calorimeters and imagers have been activated. The experiments have been undertaken with laser powers and energies of up to 8 TW and 17 kJ in flattop and shaped 1 – 9 ns pulses focused with various beam smoothing options.
1. Introduction

The National Ignition Facility (NIF) that is currently under construction [1] is a 192 laser beam system that is designed to deliver up to 1.8 MJ of energy at a wavelength of $\lambda = 351$ nm. The laser is designed to first achieve ignition by indirect drive ICF [2] and to be used for a variety of HEDP experiments [3],[4] and basic science studies. The first 4 beams of NIF commissioned in 2003 have been used to exercise its unique laser capabilities, activate a variety of optical and x-ray target diagnostics, and perform an initial set of direct-drive and indirect-drive experiments as a first step towards future full NIF ICF and HEDP experiments.

We have activated experimental capabilities in four major areas. In support of future equation-of-state studies, we have demonstrated long steady shock propagation by using precisely tailored pulse-shapes. In the area of laser-plasma interactions, the effects of laser beam smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD) and polarization smoothing (PS) on the beam propagation in long scale gas-filled targets has been studied at plasma scales relevant to indirect drive low Z filled ignition hohlraum designs [5]. The latest long scale gas-filled target experiments have shown propagation over 7 mm of low Z plasma without filamentation and beam break up when using full laser smoothing. In the area of hohlraum energetics, we have first verified the hohlraum radiation temperature scaling with laser power and hohlraum size to make contact with hohlraum experiments performed at the NOVA and Omega laser facilities. The vacuum hohlraums yielded low laser backscattering, and the hohlraum radiation temperature measured with an 18-channel Dante soft x-ray power diagnostic agreed well with radiation-hydrodynamics LASNEX calculations [6]-[8]. From time-resolved hard x-ray imaging, time-integrated hard x-ray
spectroscopy [9] and coronal radiation measurements, we have validated analytical models and LASNEX calculations of long pulse hohlraum plasma filling [7], [8]. We also demonstrated understanding of the energetics of a high-contrast, long pulse, low Z gas-filled hohlraum drive of the type used for ignition [10], [11]. In the area of hydrodynamics, we have extended the study of high-Mach number hydrodynamic jets of astrophysical and ICF interest to 3D geometries [12]. The resulting jet features and space resolved transverse areal densities were diagnosed by point projection radiography from multiple views and used to validate new 3D codes [13].

Section 2 describes the general target chamber, diagnostic, and laser configuration and capabilities. Section 3 describes the specific experimental set-up and key results from each of the campaigns. We summarize in Section 4.

2. First Quad NIF Experimental Set-Up

Figure 1 shows the beam and target chamber layout used in the first NIF experiments. The first 4 beams of NIF grouped in a quad (Q31B) entered the target chamber from below at polar coordinates $\theta = 150^\circ$, $\phi = 236.5^\circ$. The targets are inserted along the equator ($\theta = 90^\circ$, $\phi = 239^\circ$). The optical diagnostics included a dual channel sensitivity 670 nm VISAR [14] whose distribution and collection optics were inserted in one of two Diagnostic Instrument Manipulators (DIM) at $\theta = 90^\circ$, $\phi = 45^\circ$, Full Aperture Backscatter Station (FABS) [15, 16] calorimeters, power meters, streaked spectrometers and near-field imagers on all 4 beams, and a Near Backscatter Imager (NBI) [17] consisting of calorimeters and imaging cameras viewing a well characterized diffuse reflector at the target chamber wall around (6° to 11°) Q31B entrance. The x-ray diagnostics included a static > 2 keV X-ray imager (SXI) [18] at $\theta = 161^\circ$, $\phi = 326.5^\circ$. 
an absolutely calibrated [19] 18-channel soft x-ray power diagnostic (“Dante”) [20] at $\theta = 161^\circ$, $\phi = 326.5^\circ$, an absolutely calibrated time-integrating 8-channel hard x-ray calorimeter [21] at $\theta = 90^\circ$, $\phi = 110^\circ$, a 1D imaging x-ray streak camera (SXD) and a gated single or multiple frame hard x-ray (FXI-HXRI) [22] and soft x-ray (FXI-MSXRI) 2D imager insertable in the other DIM located at $\theta = 90^\circ$, $\phi = 315^\circ$.

The experiments were undertaken with 3 laser powers and energies of up to 8 TW and 17 kJ in flattop and shaped 1–9 ns pulses focused with various beam smoothing options (Continuous Phase-plates (CPP), Polarization smoothing (PS) and Smoothing by Spectral Dispersion (SSD). CPPs installed in either near the front end or end of the 1 amplification section of the laser provided super-Gaussian spots of either 0.25, 0.5 or 0.7 mm spot size [23]. PS provided by a wedged birefringent KDP crystal [24] separated orthogonal polarizations by 20 μm (more than a speckle size), reducing the average speckle intensity by 1.6x. SSD provided up to 90 GHz bandwidth at a 17 GHz modulation frequency. The laser energies and powers were measured with 2% and 3%/ns accuracy by calorimeters, diodes and for at least 1 beam, an optical streak camera.

For the framing and streak cameras, the data recording medium was a custom-designed 4k by 4k 9 μm-pixel CCD [25], while the SXI used a back-thinned x-ray sensitive 23 μm pixel 2k by 2k chip. The beam synchronization was set to 6 ps rms by comparing the timing of streaked 2 keV 1D images [26] of four separate 200 ps laser-plasmas created by the four beams impinging on a gold disk. The pointing accuracy for the pulsed beams was verified to be better than 75 μm rms.
from SXI images of the four laser-plasmas at best focus (< 200 µm spot size) impinging on a gold disk equipped with spatial fiducials.

All raw and in some cases partially analyzed data was available within five minutes after the shots. The experimental campaigns using the NIF first quad totaled ≈ 80 target shots spread over four 3-4 week campaigns, with up to 3 shots fired per day at a maximum frequency of one shot every 3 hours.

3. Experiments

3.1 Shock Propagation

The purpose of the shock propagation experiments were to commission the VISAR diagnostic and demonstrate long, steady shock generation by planar direct-drive in support of future EOS studies. Figure 2a shows the target design that used a plastic ablator, a mid-Z doped preheat shield, and an aluminum witness plate for impedance matching to a smaller transparent quartz sample. A mJ-level, µsecond duration 660 nm VISAR beam impinges normally onto the quartz and surrounding aluminum. The VISAR beam is expected to reflect first off the aluminum exit surface and then off the central portion of the shock front as it propagates through the quartz. Since the target normal was set to face the bisector of the 4 NIF drive beams to ensure best, symmetric coupling, a planar mirror within a cm of the quartz was required to redirect the incident and reflected VISAR beam arriving along the chamber equator. The NIF drive beams were incident onto the ablator as overlapped smoothed 700 µm FWHM spots with a total energy
of 3.3 kJ. A power profile rising in time over 5 ns was used to provide a calculated constant shock velocity (see Fig, 2b).

Figure 2c shows an example of the streaked absolutely timed VISAR fringes, showing an abrupt fringe shift at \( \approx 6.7 \) ns as the shock enters the quartz and thereafter minimal fringe shift as would be expected for a constant shock velocity. Fig. 2c also shows that the expected and measured shock break-out delay vs radial position (i.e. shock curvature) agree and met the requirement of shock planarity to 5% over 500 \( \mu \)m for future EOS measurements. Figure 2d plots the inferred shock velocity vs. time, showing shock (pressure) steadiness to better than 3% (6%), exceeding requirements, and an average shock pressure of 14 Mbar, within 10% of expected. The limiting factor on the inferred shock steadiness is ascribed to residual vibrations in the VISAR optics which have been since resolved.

### 3.2 Laser-Plasma Interaction

The goals of the laser-plasma interaction experiments were to commission a variety of optical backscatter and near backscatter detectors, a gas-filled target capability and laser beam smoothing techniques such as Phase-plates (CPP), polarization smoothing (PS) and SSD, and then study the effects of smoothing on beam propagation in gas-filled targets at plasma scales relevant to indirect drive low Z filled ignition hohlraum designs.

For the LPI studies the laser beams are propagated down the axis of up to ignition hohlraum relevant 7 mm-long plastic tubes filled with CO\(_2\) at 0.07\( n_c \) density (see Figure 3a), where \( n_c \) [cm\(^{-3}\]
is the critical density for the laser wavelength \( l_0 \) of 351 nm used. The four NIF laser beams enter the targets on the axis forming effectively an f/8 beam. The beam best focus with CPP is placed in the target center providing an intensity profile spot with a radial profile that is approximated by a \( n = 5 \) super-Gaussian with a 0.5 mm diameter (1/e points). For a total laser energy of 16 kJ in a flattop pulse with 3.5 ns length, intensities up to \( 2 \times 10^{15} \) W/cm\(^2\) are reached in the plasma, 2-3x above the ignition hohlraum design intensities. The laser propagation is inferred from laser plasma emission measured side-on with a 100 μm, 100 ps resolution gated 16-frame x ray camera filtered for 3-5 keV photon energies (example shown in Fig. 3b). The laser energy and spectra backscattered by Stimulated Brillouin and Raman Scattering (SBS, SRS) inside the laser final focusing lenses and outside the lenses within a 20° angle was measured with the FABS and NBI, respectively.

Laser propagation in 7 mm long CO\(_2\) plasma and laser backscattering were measured for laser beams smoothed using combinations of CPP, SSD and PS. Figure 4 shows 3.5 keV side-view images of the plasma emission with and without SSD and PS. We find that the beams with PS and SSD propagate through the 7 mm long plasma and burn through at \( t = 1.5 \) ns in close agreement with the time calculated by LASNEX simulations that include backscatter losses discussed below. By contrast, the image from the case without PS and SSD shows a reduction in propagation distance and radial spreading of the emission front. We attribute these differences to the additional smoothing provided by SSD and PS that suppresses plasma filamentation and beam spraying. A filamentation figure of merit \( Q \) can be derived by balancing speckle diffraction with ponderomotive self-focussing [27] and is given by:

\[
Q = I \left[ \text{Wcm}^{-2} \right] \left[ \mu\text{m}^2 \right] n_e / n_c \left( 3 / T_e \right) [\text{keV}] (f/8)^2
\]
where $Q$ is given in units of $10^{13}$, $I$ is the average laser intensity, $\lambda$ the laser wavelength, $n_e$ ($T_e$) the electron density (temperature) and $f$ the beam $f$ number. Figure 5 plots this filamentation figure of merit as a function of distance in the plasma at the peak of the pulse. In addition, 2-D and 3-D fine-scale simulations with the plasma interaction code pf3D [reference?] provide filamentation thresholds also shown on Fig. 5 which increase as the level of smoothing is increased (i.e. as the number of high intensity speckles present for a given average laser intensity is decreased). We note that the gas-tube laser-plasma regime is above the threshold for CPP laser beam smoothing only ($Q = 1$), but below the threshold with additional smoothing by PS and SSD ($Q = 2.1$), explaining the reduction of laser beam spray and improvement in beam propagation for the latter case.

The measurements performed with FABS and NBI have shown that the backscattered light is mainly SBS. Much of the scattered light is outside the lens apertures (i.e. on the NBI), attributed to backscattering that occurs after the onset of forward beam spraying. Moreover, the reconstructed combination of FABS data and NBI images (example shown in Figure 3c) show that the laser is backscattered under a smaller solid angle when using CPP, SSD and PS for beam smoothing compared to when using CPP only, consistent with the reduced laser beam spraying inferred from the gated x ray images (Figure 4).

Considerable laser backscattering levels on the order of 40 % were measured. In line with previous experiments performed at similar laser intensities and plasma parameters on the NOVA and Omega laser facilities [2], the total laser backscattering was reduced to about 30 % when using additional smoothing by SSD and PS. In ignition hohlraum designs, the electron density
inside the hohlraums with be lower, the electron temperatures considerably higher (5 keV compared to ~ 2 keV) and the laser intensity will be about twice lower (10^{15} W/cm^2 compared to 2 \cdot 10^{15} W/cm^2), yielding a much lower filamentation Q value as shown on Figure 5. As a consequence the beams inside ignition hohlraums are designed not to filament and the laser backscattering should be reduced.

3.3 Vacuum Hohlraums

The goals of the vacuum hohlraum experiments were firstly to commission the soft x-ray diode array “Dante”, the hard x-ray spectrometer FFLEX, and the hard x-ray hohlraum transmission and soft x-ray hohlraum burnthrough imaging capability. Secondly, these experiments sought to make comparisons with prior Nova and Omega hohlraum data taken at similar incident laser power levels but with cones of many beams. Thirdly, these experiments sought to test the limits of hohlraum performance as set by plasma filling.

For the vacuum hohlraum experiments we used cylindrical Au hohlraums of various sizes with a single laser entrance hole (LEH). The hohlraum back wall is irradiated with the four laser beams effectively forming an f/8 cone that propagates along the hohlraum axis (see Fig. 6). Full aperture CPP phase plates and polarization smoothing (PS) were installed on the laser beams providing a uniform intensity profile spot with either a 0.25 mm (for the smallest hohlraums) or 0.5 mm diameter with best focus placed at the LEH. Constant power (flattop) laser pulses with 100 ps rise and fall times were used with energies between 5 and 17 kJ and pulse lengths of 1.1, 2, 6 and 9 ns. Several hohlraum sizes were employed (0.56, 0.6, 1.2, 1.6 and 2.4 mm diameter
with lengths 95-105% of their diameter). All but the smallest Au hohlraum walls were 5 µm thick, backed by a 100 µm CH coating, allowing us to measure spatially resolved Au L-shell emission (> 9 keV) using the gated framing camera so as to infer the hohlraum plasma fill dynamics [28]. Dante has a partial view of the initial laser spots on the hohlraum back wall and provides a measure of the radiation flux that includes both the primary laser-plasma emission and the re-emitting walls. The hohlraum radiation temperature was inferred from the spectra integrals of the power measured by Dante through the LEH divided by the LEH area projection at 21.4°. The hot electron production inside the hohlraum was inferred using FFLEX. Similar to the LPI experiments, the total backscattered laser energy was measured with FABS and NBI. The static x ray imager (SXI) confirmed that the beams propagated through the LEH without striking the outside walls of the hohlraum.

For all vacuum hohlraum experiments performed at intensities up to 3x10^{15} W/cm^2 the laser backscattering was negligible for both SRS (<0.05%) and SBS (0.6%). These backscattering values were roughly one order of magnitude smaller than those measured in vacuum hohlraum experiments performed at the Nova laser facilities at similar laser intensities, spatial laser beam smoothing, and peak hohlraum radiation temperatures [2]. This may be due to Nova and Omega vacuum hohlraums being irradiated by beams incident at 40° vs normal to the hohlraum wall on NIF, leading to shorter effective scalelengths, higher flow gradients, and hence lower laser-plasma instability gain-length products for the NIF-case. Another possible explanation is the application of PS smoothing on NIF. Future experiments comparing backscattering with and without smoothing may help to better understand these observations.
The measured hot electron temperature was 30 keV and the fraction was <~3% in all hohlraums except the smallest, hohlraums irradiated at $10^{16}$ W/cm$^2$ where it was 12%. The hot electron fraction increased with the laser intensity and for smaller hohlraums [9]. The SRS spectra and reflectivities were consistent with these values. We also note that the inferred hot electron fraction for the shots with less than the ignition-relevant intensity of $1.5 \times 10^{15}$ W/cm$^2$ was < 1% threshold required for ignition.

Figure 7 shows the measured vs post-processed LASNEX [29] simulations of the radiation temperature history $T_r(t)$. Dante and LASNEX calculated peak $T_r$’s agree within the experimental Dante radiation temperature error bar [19] of 2-3%, consistent with the insignificant losses due to backscatter and hot electrons that are not included in the simulations. The 2 ns, 1.6 mm diameter hohlraum data represents a regime similar to previous hohlraums [30-32] where minimal plasma filling is expected. Figure 8 compares measured vs simulated Dante radiation flux for the smaller 0.6 mm hohlraums, also showing good agreement when including measured 10% backscatter losses. In this case, the addition of PS is predicted to slightly increase the soft x-ray flux, within Dante error bars. In terms of a radiation temperature, these small hohlraums reached 340 eV (including all flux which was observable out to 5 keV). A series of radiation burnthrough images at about 1 keV photon energy were also collected using the FXI/MSXRI, and are being compared to simulations for an independent assessment of the internal radiation temperature.

Hohlraum plasma filling [33, 34] was revisited [7] using either longer laser pulses or smaller hohlraums. Figure 9 compares the measured and calculated Dante soft-x-ray fluxes, hard x-ray
fluxes above 2 keV and thin wall images for the same drive (6 ns in 16 kJ) illuminating a 2.4 mm vs a 1.6 mm diameter hohlraum. For the larger hohlraum, the Dante Tr and internal Tr that a package would see rise together, the hard x-ray coronal emission is relatively constant in time, and the majority of the hard x-ray emission remains near the back wall. By contrast, for the smaller hohlraum, we observe and predict several simultaneous signatures of significant plasma filling midway through the drive, namely a strong rise in hard x-ray flux, the emergence of significant emission at the LEH and the divergence of the internal and Dante Tr. The rise in Dante signals not seen for the larger hohlraum can hence be ascribed to the migration of the laser-plasma emission to the LEH where it is in full view by Dante.

In addition to detailed numerical simulations, these results can be understood and extrapolated to higher laser energies and powers by applying a simple analytic model for radiation temperature limits [7]. This model is based on the increased hydrodynamic losses and coronal radiative losses [30] that occur when the laser absorption region migrates to the LEH as the hohlraum fills with plasma, leading to roll-over in the internal radiation temperature. In our model these losses become important at the LEH when the inverse bremsstrahlung absorption length in the laser heated LEH plasma becomes shorter than the LEH radius (i.e. when the laser-plasma and its emission is no longer effectively confined by the hohlraum. The plasma conditions for inverse bremsstrahlung are calculated by balancing x ray ablated plasma pressure with laser heated plasma pressure and balancing heat conduction losses with inverse bremsstrahlung heating [35]. The model also balances hohlraum power in with wall Marshak wave losses, omitting thermal radiation losses out of the LEH which are less important for the LEH sizes used here. A constant x ray conversion efficiency (C.E.) of 75% of the 100% absorbed laser energy is assumed, the
later justified by the very low values of measured laser backscattering. The model gives the roll-over radiation temperature $T_{\text{max}} = T_{\text{R}}(t)$ in terms of laser power or energy, roll-over time $\tau$ and LEH radius $r$:

$$T_{\text{max}} = 1.0 P_L^{0.20} / r^{0.20} \tau^{0.07} = 1.0 E_L^{0.20} / r^{0.20} \tau^{0.27}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $T_{\text{max}}$ is in heV units, the flattop laser power (energy) $P_L$ ($E_L$) is in TW (kJ), the filling time $\tau$ is in ns and the LEH radius $r$ is in cm. The middle expression in Eq. (2) is applicable when the laser is power limited and the (right-hand) expression is applicable when the pulse length is long enough that the laser is energy limited.

Figure 10 plots the experimental Dante temperatures (full circles) at the internal $T_r$ roll-over times $\tau$ and the corresponding $T_{\text{max}}$ limits calculated with Eq. (2) (crosses) showing good agreement. Figure 10 also shows the analytic predictions for $T_r$ limits (Eq. (2)) imposed by plasma filling for future full NIF hohlraums. assuming a minimum LEH radius of 0.3 mm, dictated by the minimum NIF laser spot size and a maximum angle of incidence of 50°.

### 3.4 Gas-Filled Hohlraums

The goals of the gas-filled hohlraum experiments were firstly to exercise a high contrast, long pulse low Z gas-filled hohlraum drive of the type that will be used for ignition hohlraums, and secondly, to study the laser energy coupling and tamping hydrodynamics [10].

The hohlraums consisted of 3 mm-long, 1.6 mm diameter 25 µm-thick Au cylinders equipped with a 1.2 mm LEH and filled with either 1 atm. of CO$_2$ or C$_3$H$_8$ gas yielding 0.05$n_c$ density.
The 0.5 mm spot CPP phase plates and polarization smoothing (PS) were used with best focus placed at the LEH, yielding a peak intensity of $3.5 \times 10^{15}$ W/cm$^2$. Figure 11 compares the measured vs. requested 120:1 contrast 15 kJ pulse-shape, which was repeatably reproduced on this 4 shot series. The high contrast drive (ranging from 60 to 180 eV) required a dynamic range of over 1000 on some Dante channels, which was successfully accommodated by stitching the results from two oscilloscopes set at different sensitivities, a technique that will be also required for NIF ignition hohlraums. Figure 12 compares the measured vs calculated Dante radiation flux, showing agreement within the 10% flux error bar [11]. The simulations account for the measured 25% backscatter and near-backscatter observed, predominantly SBS. While the predominance of SBS was expected for the CO$_2$ case with minimal ion Landau damping, its predominance for the C$_3$H$_8$ case with strong ion Landau damping was initially unexpected [36]. The possible explanation for the turn-off of SRS and build-up of SBS in the C$_3$H$_8$ case is that the value of $k_{D}$ exceeded 0.5 in the gas at these densities ($0.05 n_e$) and temperatures (2 keV), above the predicted cut-off for a collective electron SRS resonance [37]. This is a relevant finding as the NIF ignition hohlraum plasma values of $k_{D}$ will also exceed 0.5 over much of the fill plasma. For these gas-filled hohlraums, we expected to exceed the filamentation threshold even with PS because of the combination of high laser intensity ($3.5 \times 10^{15}$ W/cm$^2$ and low electron temperature ($T_e < 4$ keV), as shown on Figure 5. This was corroborated by $\approx 90\%$ of the scattered SBS light being collected by the NBI for these shots.

The hard x-ray imager provided clear images of the coronal plasmas, even through 25 µm of gold, validating the hard x-ray imaging technique planned for ignition hohlraums with similar wall thicknesses. From the images we infer $\approx 1$ mm of axial Au wall motion by the end of the
pulse and a characteristic two-lobed emission profile attributed to the high density Au region near the wall and due to the colliding Au-gas front, in agreement with simulations [38]. These results extend our validation of modeling of the Au wall tamping by a low Z fill to longer pulses, validation begun on Nova gas-filled hohlraums [39, 40].

3.5 Hydrodynamics

The goals of the hydrodynamics experiments were firstly to exercise x-ray backlighting capabilities on NIF, and secondly, to extend the study of hydrodynamic jets [41, 42] to 3D and multijet geometries for validating new 3D codes [43].

Figure 13 shows the experimental set-up. 3 of the 4 NIF beams were used with a total of 6 kJ in 1.5 ns to drive a shock in a planar aluminum target. The drive beams were equipped with a CPP to produce the required flat-topped spot profile over 500 µm. 200 µm-scale holes of various geometries are implanted into the backside of the Al to promote corner jetting and subsequent break-out of a hydrodynamic Al jet into a foam reservoir. The relative alignment between drive beams and target was critical to produce symmetric jets; the measured rms shot-to-shot misalignment was 60 µm, better than the 100 µm requirement. In addition, shot-to-shot drive beam energy was repeatable to 4%, also better than the 7% requirement.

The fourth beam was delayed by 16 – 22 ns using a special optical delay line installed after the beam is split into 4 and before final amplification. It was focused at 1 cm from chamber center on a V foil to produce a single pinhole-assisted [44 - 47] point projection 5.2 keV x-ray sidelit
image per shot of the jets at 20 µm resolution. The images were recorded at 20x magnification by a single-frame 3.5 x 3.5 cm version of a 200 ps gated FXI. Angled and side-by-side holes were used to provide a 3D geometry to compare to the single rectangular hole 2D case.

Figure 14 shows examples of sidelit data and post-processed Hydra [43] simulations at 16 ns from angled hole shots viewed from orthogonal directions on separate shots. We note the good left-right symmetry where expected, and qualitative agreement with simulations. It is interesting to note that even for this angled hole case, the jet direction remains normal to the target face and transverse center-of-mass of the jet and hole coincide, as calculated. Quantitative comparisons of mass ejected and speed of ejection with various code predictions is published elsewhere [12, 13]. For the case of side-by-side jets, some unexpected interaction between the jets was observed, attributed to instability growth of small-scale initial roughness not included in the simulations.

4. Summary

A first of ICF, HEDS and Basic Science-relevant experiments were performed using the first four beams of NIF. These first quad NIF experiments successfully exercised all existing facility capabilities and delivered new results. The experiments commissioned every type of optical and x-ray facility diagnostic. A planar, steady long pulse direct-drive capability was demonstrated. Good laser propagation with minimal filamentation and beam spray was demonstrated in long-scale length low Z plasma by using additional beam smoothing, in line with our understanding of the filamentation threshold. Vacuum hohlraums validated NIF hohlraum performance relative to prior facility hohlraum performance to the few % level over a wide range of radiation
temperatures between 100 and 340 eV, probed limits due to plasma filling and validated a simple analytic hohlraum performance limit model. For the high contrast shaped-pulse gas-filled hohlraums, a self-consistent energetics budget was constructed in line with simulations, observations of wall tamping were matched by simulations, and new insights were gained on the competition between non-linear laser-plasma instabilities. Using orthogonal backlighting views, the study of hydrodynamic jet evolution was extended to 3D and dual features.
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Figure captions

**Figure 1.** Experimental layout of first 4 beams and diagnostics at target chamber.

**Figure 2.** a) Target for long shock propagation experiment, b) Pulse-shape, c) VISAR data, d) shock velocity vs. time.

**Figure 3.** a) Gas-tube geometry for LPI study, b) Example of measured sideview of 3.5 keV plasma x ray emission at t=3.5 ns c) Example of reconstructed backscatter and near backscatter image (with CPP, PS and SSD).

**Figure 4** Sequence of images of 3.5 keV x-ray emission. a) Measured with CPP only, b) Measured with CPP, SSD and PS and c) Lasnex post-processed simulation.

**Figure 5.** Filamentation figure of merit in $10^{13}$ units given by Eq. (1) for various laser-plasmas at peak intensity versus distance into plasma. Dashed lines are calculated filamentation thresholds for different laser beam smoothing options.

**Figure 6.** Experimental set-up for single-ended hohlraum studies, showing diagnostic angular lines-of-sight relative to LEH normal.

**Figure 7.** Measured (solid lines) and calculated (dashed lines) radiation temperature time history for a variety of vacuum hohlraums driven by flattop pulses of 2, 6 and 9 ns duration.
Figure 8. Measured (solid lines) and calculated (dashed lines) radiation flux time history for 0.6-mm diameter vacuum hohlraums driven by 8.5 TW flattop pulse of 1.1 ns duration.

Figure 9. Measured and calculated soft x-ray flux, > 2 keV flux and hard x ray (> 9 keV) gated images for a) 2.4 and b) 1.6 mm diameter hohlraum heated by 2.7 TW, 6 ns laser pulse.

Figure 10. Dante measured temperatures $T_{\text{LEH}}$ at the roll-over time $\tau$ and the corresponding analytical limits (crosses) calculated with Eq. (2) using experimental values of LEH radius $r$ and laser power. Upper line is analytic model limit for a constant LEH radius $r = 0.3$ mm for 600 TW, 1.8 MJ NIF hohlraum.

Figure 11. Measured and requested high contrast pulse-shape used for gas-filled hohlraums.

Figure 12. Measured and calculated radiation flux history for gas-filled hohlraum.

Figure 13. Experimental set-up for hydrodynamic jet experiments.

Figure 14. Comparison of measured vs calculated 3D hydrodynamic jet data.
Figure 3

(a) Image of a transparent object with a 7 mm annotation.

(b) Image showing a pattern with a narrow line.

(c) Graph showing data distribution with labeled axes X (degrees) and Y (degrees).
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